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By Woodrow L. Cook, Roy N. Griffin, Jr., and 
Gerald M. McCormck 

An investigation was conducted to determine the effectiveness of area 
suction used to delay the separation of air flow at the leading edge of a 
63’ swept4ack wing. Changes in lift, drag, and pitchingmment data.were 
correlated with the occurrence of the separation of the air flow by means 
of pressureitistr$bution data. The major portion of the investigation 
dealt with the delay ef?ected in air-flow separation from the leading edge 
as the chordwise extent of area suction was varied, suction being applied 
over the full span through a surface of constant porosfty. Some tests 
were made with the degree of porosity varied chordwise. 

The effectiveness of area suction and its applicability to three- 
dimensional swept wings were verified by the improvements made on the static 
longitudinal chsracteristics of the wing. The largest Uprovements were ' 
made with the chordtise extent of area suction varied approximately linearly 
from about 1.2 percent of the streamwise chord at the root to 3.5 percent at 
the 7Fpercent span snd then held constant at a value of 3.5 percent from 
7+percent span to the tip. With this distribution of area suction separa- 
tion occurred at a lift coefficient of 0.67 with a flow coefficient of 
0.0029, whereas without suction separation occurred at a lift coefficient 
0f 0.25. 

Correlations between experimental results and theory were made. It 
was found that the spanwise and the chordwise extent of area suction 
required to control leading-dge separation were in general agreement with 
that predicted by theory, but the quantity of flow required was consider- 
ably higher than predicted by theory. 

IRTRODUCTIOR 
I 

-" 
A previous investigation (reference 1) has shown that the 63O swept- 

back wing under study has unsatisfactory longitudinal characteristics 
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(lift, drag, and pitching moment) beginning at a wing lift coefficient 
of about 0.2. These characteristics were believed to be the result of 
separation of air flow at the leading edge of the wing (hereafter called 
leading&dge separation). At this lift coefficient, .separation started 
at the tip sections and, as the angle of attack was increased, rapidly 
progressed spanwise toward the root of the wing. The-occurrence of sep- 
aration and its progression caused large increases tithe rate of drag 
rise. Also, the pitching moments indicated first a rapid movement of 
the aerodynamic center from the hercent station of the Ipean aerodynamic 
chord to the -ercent station at a lift coefficient of 0.4. This was 
followed by a more rapid forward movelllent of-the aerodynamic center to a 
point 12 percent ahead of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic chord 
as the lift coefficient was increased to about 0.6. 

The theory of reference 2 indicated that the occurrence ofleading- 
I edge separation could be elim3nated by increasing the stabKl.ity of the 

laminar boundary layer with the removal ofextremely small quantities of 
'air from the boundary layer by applying continuous suction through a 
porous surface. Accord- to. the theory, this type of boundary-layer 
control (area suction) should be applied at the leading edge where addF- 

:tio~l-type lift due to angle of attack produces severe adverse pressure 
gradfents that are conducive to an unstable laminar boundary layer and 
hence to separation. Two-dimensional tests (reference 3) have at least 
,qualitatively verified the theory. 

The applicability of the theory to the tbreeilimensional case had 
not been studied exper~ntally. Many questions ex-lsted and, in particular 
the question regard- the influence ofthe spanwise flow of the boundary- 
layer air,characteristic of swept wings, on the effectiveness of area 
suction. Therefore, to examine,fn general,the effectiveness of such 
boundary-layer control applied to swept wings and, In particular, to 
determine the improvements that could be made on the longitudinal charac- 
teristics of the 63O swept-back wing, an investigation was conducted fi3. 
the AIMS $C- by 8+foot wFnd tunnel. The results of the investigation 
are presented in thFs report. 

MCl?ATIOB 

The data are presented in the form of standard NACA coefficients and 
symbols which are defined aa follows: 

8.c. aerodynamic center measured fn percent chord aft of the lead- 
edge of the mean aerodynamic chord 

C chord, measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, feet 
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section normal-force coefficient (5 LG h) 

porosity factor for the porous material wdlt ( > - 
4 

,square feet 

drag coefficient drag 
( > ss 

lift coefffcient F 
( > 

pitching+nomnt coefficient computed about the quarter-chord 

point of the mean aerodynamic chord 
pitching mnt 

t&35 > 

flow coefficient 
( > & 

shape *ameter 
F3* 

( > e 

free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot 

local static pressure, pounds per square foot 

airfoil pressure coefficient 
(""P "1 

free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

volume of air removed throu& porous surface, cubic feet per 
second based on standard density 

Reynolds number 

wing area, square feet 
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.t 

.U 

;u 

airfoil thickness, feet, or thickness of the porous material, feet 

local velocity parallel to surface and inside boundary layer, 
feet per second 

local velocity @arallel to surface at outer edge of bound&y layer, 
feet per seam3 

I 
: u- 

: wo 

w,(x) 

uo 

x 

Y 

2 

maxfinum ILocal velocity, feet per second' 

suction-air velocity nom1 to surface, feet per second 

velocity nor&l to the surface as a function-of x, feet per second 

free-stream air velocity, feet per second' 

chordwise coordinate parallel to plane of symmtry .feet 

spanwise coordinate perpendicular to plane of symmetry, feet 

ordinate to airfoil surface normai to chord line and boundary- 
layer coordinate normal to the atxrface, feet 

a angle of attack of chord pLans of basic wing, degrees 

I 6* 

AP 

displacement thickness [JO(L-$)dz],feet 

: 9 

CL 

v 

I 

pressure drop across porous material, .pounds per square foot 

.' momntum thickness [si (I -$ )dz ];:I& '.. 

.* 
coefficient of viscosity, slugs per foot--second 

kinematic coefficient of viscosity, square feet per second 

The geometric characteristics of the model are shown in figures 1, 
i 2, and 3. The wing had 63’ sweepback of theleading edge, an aspect ratio 
: of 3.5, and a taper ratio of 0.25. There was'0' twist, dihedral, and 
/ incidence. The wing sections were constant across the span and were INCA 
i 64~006 sections parallel to the plane of symmtry. 

. _- -. 
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The fuselage had a fineness ratio of 10.5 based on actual fuselage 
length. The cross section of the fuselage was circular except where the 
air-xhaust duct projected beneath the lower surface. A photograph of 
the model as mounted for testing in.the wind tunnel is shown in figure 4. 

The leading-edge portion of the wing was constructed of a continuous 
metal-mesh sheet extending from 5 percent of the streamwise chord on the 
lower surface of the wing to 20 percent of the streamwise chord on the 
upper surface. The mssh sheet was 0.01 Inch thick, had 1600 holes per 
square inch, and had lspercent open area. Aircraft linen tape and linen 
tape which had been sprayed with varying nuuibers of coats of aircraft dope 
were used to cover that portion of the leading edge where suction was to 
be applied. The portion of the leading edge where suction was not to be 
applied was covered with a nonporous cellulose tape of 0.0032-Inch thick- 
ness. 

Calibration tests were made of the flow resistance of the porous 
materials used on the leading edge of the wing. These tests were made 
with no flow tangential to the surface. The calibration curves for the 
porous materials used are .shown in figure 5. From the figure, it can be 
seen that, for the plain linen surface, a tiressure differential of h-5 
pounds per square foot' was required to induce a velocity of 4 feet per 
second through the surface, andforthelinen surface sprayedwith 
coats of dope a pressure differential of 145 pounds per square foot was 
required to induce the same velocity.2 

The pump for treat- suction was installed inside the fuselage. It 
was a high--speed centrifugal compressor driven by a variable-speed electric 
motor. 

The air was induced through the porous leading edges of the wings, 
continued through the spanwise ducts, and was dumped into the fuselage, 
which was sealed to the outside and served as a plenum chamber in the 
system. The air was then drawn through the,pw and was ejected through 
the exhaust duct beneath the fuselage. 

To measure the quantity of air flowing through the system, survey 
rakes were used. The rakes were 'composed of 54 total-pressure tubes and 
6 static;pressure tubes and were located 3/4 inch inside the exit of the 
exhaust duct. 

Internal pressures within the leadingedge duct were measured with 
static-pressure orifices. Since the velocities of the air inside the duct 

%Chis corresponds to a porosity factor of two = 0.504 x 10-lOfeet 
squared, assuming constant porosity through the 0.01%inch thickness 
at standard atmospheric conditions. 

2Thls corresponds to a porosity factor of cvo = 0.1564 x 10 -lo feet 
squared. 
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were very low, the indicated static pressures were assumed to be substan- 
tially equal to the total pressure. 

Static pressure orifices were positioned over the upper and lower 
surfaces of streamwise sections located at five stattons from 3O.O- to 
gO.O*rcent semispan. The spantise and chordwise positions of the ori- 
fices are listed in table I. 

TESTS 

_-_ 
.-. . 

-.- 
+-z 

Force and pressure-distribution measurements were made through'an 
anglmf-attack range at zero sfdeslip. The data were obtained at a 
velocity of approximately 63 miles per hour (Reynolds nuztiber of 4.9 X 10' 
based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 8.64 feet). The tests were made at 
low velocities in order to obtain a higher flow coefffcient for boundary- 
layer control. 

The majority of the tests were conducted with area suction applied to 
the entfre span ofthe leading edge of the wing with porosity of the sur- 
face kept constant and with the chordwise extent of suction befog the 
variable. Limited tests were made of the effect of varying the porosity 
of the surface chordwise with full-span area suction and of the effect of 
varying the spanwise extent of area suction with the porosity and the 
chordtise extent of area suction held constant. Of the configurations 
tested, those to be discussed herein are listed ti the table, figure 2. 

cORRRcT1oms 

Standard tunnel-wall correctFons for a straight wing of the sm area 
and span as the swept-back wing have been applied to angle-of-ttack and 
drag-coefficient data. This procedure was followed since a brief approxi- 
mate analysis indicated that tunnel+all corrections were approximately 
the same for straight and swept wings of the size under consideration. The 
corrections applied are as follows: 

Lb = 0.48 CL 

AC, = .0084 cL2 

No corrections have been applied for the drag and interference of the 
struts since they were m. Pitching-moxkent tares were not applied 
since they were not of sufficient magnitude to signIfi.cantly affect the 
results. All flow coefficients were corrected to standard sea-leveltem- 
perature conditions. No corrections were made for the jet effect of the . 
exhause air since calculations indicated that the corrections would be 
very small. 

P. 
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REEXIIZ'S At?D DISCUSSION 

Basic wing 

The lift, drag, and pitchiwoment characteristics of the 630 
swept-back wing of this test are shown Fn figure 6 and are very similar 
to the results discussed in reference 1. Up to a lift coefficient of 
about 0.25, the drag increased at the normal rate (as induced drag) and 
the lift curve and the pitchi wnt curve were approximately linear. 
From this lift coefficient to the maximum lift coefficient of about 1.27, 
the drag increased at a high rate and the liftiurve slope first increased 
and then decreased as maximum lift was approached. Between lift coeffl- 
cients of about 0.25 to 0.4, the pitching+noment curve indicated that the 
aerodynamic center moved aft from the 3%percent point of the mean aerw 
dynamic chord to the 6Gpercent point. As the lift coefficient was 
increased above 0.4, the aerodynamic center moved very rapidly forward to 
a position 1O.percen-t ahead of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic 
chord. 

A study of the pressure distributions (fig. 7) showed the cause of 
the poor longitudinal characteristics just described. The pressure dis- 
tribution followed a similar pattern at the various spsnwise stations. 
As the angle of attack was increased above a certain angle at each 
station, the rate of rise of the pressure peak at the leading edge 
decreased (e.g., by 6.20 sngle of attack, the rate of rise of the peak 
pressure had already decreased at the *percent station), resulting in a 
slight decrease in section lif+curve slope as shownti figure 8. At a 
slightly higher angle of attack, a msximum peak pressure was reached. 
Further increases in angle of attack resulted in a decrease in the mae 
nftude of the peak pressure and a chordwise redistribution of the section 
load (e.g., by 7.20 angle of attack, the maximum peak pressure had been 
reached and exceeded at the *percent station although it had not yet 

fallen to that existing at 6.20 angle of attack), resulting in an increase 
in section lifl+curve slope and a rearward movement of the center of 
pressure. These changes are believed to result from separation of the 
air flow from the wing leading edge. Comparison of pressure distrib- 
tions obtained in this investigation with those of reference 4 obtained 
from tw+dimensional tests of the same section shows marked similarity. 
Following the analysis of reference 4 it can be presumed that here also 
the separation was occurring in the lsminary boundary layer and, at the 
engle of attack where separation first appeared, was followed by reattach 
ment of the air flow. As the angle of attack was further increased, the 
point of reattachment progressed chordwise until separation occurred over 
the entire chord (e.g., at *percent span a 2 9.2O). This chordwise 
progression of separation was similar at each station but occurred at 
progressively higher angles of attack for the stations farther inboard. 

c The effect of separation on the section characteristics at various , 
spanwise stations can be correlated with the consequent changes in the 



longitudinal characteristics. Since both the previously mentioned 
increase in section lift-curve slope and the previously noted chordwise 
redistribution ofsection load occurred fFrst at,the. outboard sections, 
there resulted a large rearwar d movement of the aerodynamic center as 
the angle of attack.+s fncreased from 5O to 8O. As separation moved 
farther Woard, the lift of the outboard sections &creased, resulting 
in the rapid forward movemnt ofthe aerodynamic center. The pressure 
distributions show that the spanwise progression of separat.ion from tip 
to-root was relatively rapid, being completed within an angl~of-attack 
increment of 6O or 7'. 

. 4. 

. 

_ -: 

From the foregoing, it is evident that the large movements of the 
aerodynamic center and the large increases in drag were the result of 
leading-age separation. Therefore, significant improvement would result 
if the occurrence of separation were delayed by the application of area 
suction at the leading edge of the wing. :-.-.._ 

c Principle of the Application of Area Suction 

In view of-the reasoning of the previous section, a study was made 
of the theory of area suction for the two-dimsnsional case and a method m 
was developed to enable application of th$s type of-boundary-layer control 
to the 63' swept&ack wing. The basic theory of area suction has been 
developd by Thwaites and the procedure for its application to the twr+ - l 

dimensional case is demonstrated in reference 2. The theory gives, for a 
desired lift coefficient to be obtafned without separation, the required 
chordwise extent of area suction and the required velocity of the suction 
ati normal to the surface. It was assumed in the theory that the suction- 
air velocities were equal at all chordwise points. The velocity so deter- 
mined is that required to maintain a Blasius boundary-layer profile through 
any given adverse velocity gradient. It is then reasoned that it--is 
necessary to have suction extend chordwise on an airfoil section only to 
that point where the adverse velocity gradient corresponding to the 
desired lift coefficient is no more severe than the max$num velocity gradi- 
ent reached without area suction just prior to separation. :- - 

_-. 

Applying the theory to the data of reference 3 substantiates this 
reasoning. In reference 3 .it was found that the most effective chordwise 
extent of area suction for the maximum section lift coeff5cient was-b.5 
percent of the chord. This is the same chordwise extent that would be 
estimated by the method used in conjunction with. the foregoing reasoning. 

Before the section theory can be applied to a thretiimensional win@;, 
a method must be developed to.determine the required spanwzLse extent of 
area suction. In doing this, It is necessary to determine the section lift 
at which separation first occurs at each spanwise station and then to 
find the section lift coefficients for each station corresponding to any . 

L 

5 
. 
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desired wing lift coefficient. !Thus,"the necessary increment of section 
lift is established and, with the assumption that each station can be 
treated independently, the chordwise extent of area suction at any span- 
wise point required can be determined. 

For the 63O swept-back wing, the spanwise progression of separation 
was obtained from the pressure distributfons of the basic wing. This 
progression of separation is shown in figure 9 by the dashed line passing 
through the section lift coefficient at each section just prior to separa- 
tion at that section. Theoretical spanwise variations of section lift for 
the wing (obtain8d from reference 5) are shown in the figure for four 
values of wing lift coefficient 3n order to demonstrate the spanwise 
extent of suction necessary for .each lift coefficient. For a wing lift 
coefficient of 0.25, the dashed line does not cross the span loading line; 
hence no suction is needed. For a wing lift coefficient of 0.4, the 
dashed line cross88 the span loading line at 50-percent span; hence suction 
is necessary over the outboard YO+ercent span of the wing. For w3ng lift 
coefficients of 0.5 and 0.62, the dashed line does not cross the span- 
load- curves outboard of the fuselage; hence suction is necessary over 
the full span of the wing. 

After determining the spanwise extent of area suction required to 
reach a given lift coefficient without separation, it is necessary to fFna 
the chordwise extent of area suction required at each of the various sta- 
tions. This is accomplished by calculating for each station the pressure 
or velocity aistribution that would exist just prior to separation at the 
section without suction, and also that which would correspond to the 
desired w3.ng lift coefficient with separation prevented by suction. With 
the velocity distributions tiown, the method of reference 2 can be applied 
to find the chordwise extent of area suction required at each station. 

To illustrate theoforegoing procedure quantitatively, a sample of the 
method used for-the 63 swept&ack wing is included. Th8 station for which 
the required chordwise extent of area suction is to be determined is the 
7hercent-span point, and the lift coefficient to be attained without 
separation is 0.62. Shown in figure 10 are (a) the velocity distribution,3 

%!h8 velocity distributions are calculated normal. to the leading edge in 
this report. An unpublished analysis shows that the theoretical pres- 
sure distributions calculatea by the method given in HASA Rep. 833 
(reference 6) can be adjusted for the effects of sweep by us8 of the 
following equation for the upper surface pressures for a symntetrical 
section: 

Pu= l- E+cZK 
[ ( UO m-J2 

pa >I co+ A2 
where Pu is the upper surface pressure and Pa is the pressure due to 
additional lift, 

K= 1 

AL 
J-z Pa co+ 4 d(x/c> 

00 
is the sweep angle for locus of constant percent chord points and 

is the local velocity ratio due to basic airfoil thickness. 

. 
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just prior to separation at the section (~2 = 0.45, CL = 0.34); and (b) 
+ 

the velocity distribution for the desired section lift coefficient at the 
section (c2 = 0.81, or, G 0.62). Since it is difficult to determine the .- 
exact point of the chordwise extent of area suction by the reasoning of 
Thwaites from a canp?arison of very steep adverse pressure aadients, the 
following conservative and simplifying approximation was made. A hori- 
zontal line was drawn from the maximum velocity point of curve (a) to 
intersect curve (b) and thus define the chordwise extent of suction. It 
is evident that the extent of area will be slightly greater than that 

ze 

predicted by Thwaites. In this case, the chordwise extent of suction was - 
found to be 2.7 percent of the chord. This procedure hasbeen applied to L 
the other wing stations and for other wing lift coefficients. The results 
are given in figure ll and show that, as the section is nearer the tip, 
the required chordwise extent of suction is greater for any given lift 
coefficient. - - 

The theory can then be used to determin8 the suction-air velocities 
at various spanwise stations required to maintain unseparated flow to a... 
given lift coefficient. With the spanwise and chordwise extents determined, ~_ 
the total-flOW coefficient required can then be found. In reference 2 
(see also the appendix here-in) a relation is developed between a velocity 
gradient and the suction-air velocity required to maintain a Blasius 
boundary-layer profile in that velocity gradient. The equation expressFng ' t - 
this relation is as follows: 

=02 
= 4.53453 -+ 

LlX 

u u 

TIBX 
1% r 

Itli3X-TZ+1 ) 

where 

WO 

U 

h&X 

A plot 

suction+air velocity measured normal to the wing surface 

. ..- -. 

local velocity parallel to the wing surface 

Iuaxilmm local V81OCity - 

is made in the form of U/U- as a function of x/c of the 
section velocity distribution at the desired lift coefficient. 

U/U 
In thFs 

samefigure 
2 

max -- is plotted as a function of the new parameter _ 
mO 

"bax 
by means of the previously given relation--The abscissa scale-is 

chosen so that the resulting curve is at least as steep at all points as 
the'curve of the section velocity distribution. The suction velocity can 

-. 

be determined by the use of the relation between tlze abscissa scales in . 
the following manner: 

m. 
2 2 

A x two I 
vhax l c -=vu,, 

.- 
= 
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For a given section lift coefficient 

where K is a nmrical value (the absolute value of ratio of the 
of the abscissa scales), from which 

CWO 
2 

=K 
err,, 

where I& is the free-stream velocity normal to the leading edge and 
then 

c 

ll 

where R is the sectionReynolds nkber. As pr8viously noted, the theory 
assumes that this suction-air velocity is constant for all chordwise points. 
Hence, when this velocity has been determIned for each spanwise Station, 
the total flow quantity can also be determined. 

An example of the application of the foregoing procedure is give in 
figure 12. These results are for the same station (7mercent span) end 
the s89L8 wing lift coefficient (C, = 0.62) aS used in the example illus- 
trating the determination of the chordwise extent of suction. Applying 
the procedure to all ~panwise stations gave a flow coefficient of 0.00005 
for the wing of this investigation for a wing lift coefficient of 0.62. 

A comparison of the flow coefficients found necessary experimentally 
in the subject investigation with those predicted by the foregoing process 
could not be expected to show g00a agreement. It must be pointed out that 
in a majority of the tests the model was constructed with a surface of 
constant porosity. Hence, with con&ant internal pressures, the suctfon- 
air velocity would vary chordwise since the external pressure varies chord- 
tiS8. To take this variation into account, it can be assumed that the 
suction-sir velocity found by the theory would be the velocity required at 
the leading edge at each etation and, re arward of this point, the Suction- 
air V8lOCity would increase as then8gative S8CtiOn pressures decrease. 
Such a calculation showed that the condition of constant porosity chord- 
wise increased the flow coefficient required for a wing lift coefficient 



. - 
of 0.62 to 0.0005, or-10 times that for the case of constant suction- 
air velocities at aXL chordwise points. A comparison of the flow coef- 
ficients.for the two conditions of chordwise variation of suction-air Y 
velocity is shown as a function of lift coefficient in figure i.3. 

In summary, therefore, the application of the theory to the 63O 
swept-back wing indicates that, to obtain a lift coefficient of 0.62 
without separation, full-span area suction i-8 required; tI%chordwise .- 
extent of the suction varies from about 3.2 percent at the tip to about 
0.8 percent at the root. The flow coefficient required is indicated to 
be 0.00005 if constant velocities are obtained, and O.doo5 U-the poros%y 
of the surface is equal at all points on the chord of a particular section. 

Experimental Results of Area Suction 

The experFznental investigation.was undertaken with two end points 
in view: first, to determine if the concept of area suction was valid in . -_- 
ti;e case of the swept wing, and second, to relate qualitatively the 
results to those anticipated from theoretical considerations. The first 
point is relatively simple to determine since any significant delay In 

: 

the occurrence of separation would serve as proof. The second is con- 
siderably more difficult for several reasons. The theory requires that, . 
for a desired value of lift coefficient, precise distribution of suction 
area and suction velocities be obtained. A test model thus designed for 
one value of lift coefficient would be too inflexible in construction 
to make a general study of the applicability of area suction. Further,- . 
it was considered likely that three-dimensional effects would cause the 
results to deviate from theory and a study of conditions other than those 
of the design point would'be required. The preliminary studies were 
therefore mad8 with only an approximation of the required distribution of 
suction area and with little or no attempt to control thespanwise or 
ChordwIse distribution of suction velocity. Only qualitative agreement 
with theory can therefore be expected. 

Full-span area suction.- The theory indicated that, to make appre- 
ciable gains in the lift coefficient without separation, it would be 
necessary to apply suction to the full span of the wing; thus a majority 
of the tests w&e made with full-span area suction. The effects of three 
variations of chordwise extent of area suction were investigated; these. 
distributions corresponded approximately to those requrred by theory to 
give lift coefficients of 0.45, 0.55, and 0.65. The three distributions -i 
are tabulated in the following table: , 
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Model Percent local streamwise chord 
configuration 0.X b/2 0.45 b/2 0.60 b/2 0.75 b/2 0.9 b/2 

A& = 0.65 1.5 1.9 2.5 3.5 3*5 

D,CL = -55 1.0 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

&CL = -45 -5 -7 1.0 1.5 1.5 

The lift, drag, and pitching-mioment characteristics for each configura- 
tion with the flow coefficient near the maxinnun obtainable are shown in 
figure 14(a). It can be seen that for the respective configurations the 
lift coefficient of 0.45 was exceeded; whereas the lift coefficient of 
0.55 was just obtained, and the lift coefficfent.of 0.65 was not reached 
with the available flow coefficient before separation occurred. 

The effect of reduced flow coefficients (fig. l&(b)) in two cases 
showed that the lift coefficient of 0.55 was still obtained on configura- 
tion D, but a sharp drop in lift coefficient occurredwith decreased flow 
coefficient in the case of configuration A. It was evident, therefore, 
that the maximum useful flow coefficient was reached in the first case 
but not in the second, and further gains should result if the flow coef- 
ficient could be increased for configuration A. 

The construction of the pump was altered to allow higher flow coef- 
ffcients to be obtafned. With the increased flow, additional tests were 
made of configuration A. Figures 15(a) and (b) show the longitudinal 
characteristics of the model for various flow coefficients. It can be 
seen that, at the maximum flow coefficient, the design lift coefficient 
was reached and it appears that greater flow quantities would produce 
further gains in lift coefficient. It is also evident that relatively 
small decreases in flow quantity result in significant reductions of the 
gains due to the application of suction in the case where the flow coef- 
ficient is margkal as was the case in the tests. 

It is of interest to compare the total flow coefficient estimated 
by theory to that actually used even though no attempt was made to control 
the flow distribution in this case. From figure 13, a value of 0.00065 
(ass- constant porosity) is shown to be required to reach a lift 
coefficknt of 0.67; whereas 0.0029 was-required in the expertintal inves- 
tigation. However, it must be pointed out that the chordwise extent of 
area suction was greater at all points along the span in the actual inves- 
tigation than the estLmated values taken from figure ll. Also it was 
clear from the examina tion of the duct pressures that excess air was 
removed from all the sections inboard of m-percent span. Therefore, it 
seems safe to assuz1y3 that, if the model bad more accurately met the condi- 
tions of theory,the experimental flow quantity would be closer to that 
givenby theory. 
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The application of area suction markedly affected the section char- 
acteristics as can be seen by a comparison of the section pressure dis- 
tributions with suction applied (fig. 16) to those with no suction 
applied (fig. 7). The data of figure 16 were obtained with the suction- 
area distribution of configuration A and a flow coefficient of 0.002g. 
The maximum peak negativepressures reached with suction applied were 
approximately four times as great as the maximum peak pressures reached 
on the basic wing. The.firs.t occurrence-ofseparation Was still of the 
leading-edge type, but the progression of separation chordwise was 
altered considerably. The pressure distributions show no large'chord-- 
wise redistribution of the section load prior to an angle of attack of 
20.40; the section lift curves (fig. 17) remain linear to higher section 
lift coefficients than on the basic wing (fig. 8). For example, at the 
7+percent+spanwise station where s.atisfactory-suctiorir velocities 
were maintained, the section lift (based on free-stream velocity) was 
increased from about 0.4 to about 0.9 before separation occurred, as 
indicated by nonlinearity of the section lift-curve slope. The maximum 
section lift coefficient attained was limited by leading-edge separation; 
whereas two-dimensional data of thin airfoil sections with boundary-layer 
control applied by either porous suction (reference 3) 02 through the use 
of a slot near the leading edge (reference 7) showed the maximum lift to 
be limited by trailin@pedge separation. It might be expected, therefore, 
that further gains can be made on the wing of the subject investigation. 

Separation spread spanwise from the tip of the wing to the root in 
about the same increment of angle ofattack on the-wing with suction as 
on the basic wing. Due to the changes in the section characteristics, 
however, there was no reamrd movement of the King aerodynamic center. 

Partial-span area suction.- In view of the possibility of strong 
three-dimensional effects on the wing, not taken into account by theory, 
some tests were made with suction applied to only the outboard portions 
of the wing. The.spanwise extent of srea suction was varied from the--‘ 
outboard 7-l/2 percent (the minimum extent) to the outboard 80 percent 
of the wing (the maximum partial--span extent). 

In general, the maximum delays in separation were small and of t& 
same ordel as predicted by theory. For instance, theory indicates that 
with suction applied only over the outboard 40 percent of the span 
unseparated flow would be maintained to a li&coeff~ci&t siightly less -- 
than 0..4. It can be seen in figure 18' that with suction applied to the 
outboard 40 percent of the span (configuration C/fig. 2) evidence of- 
separation appeared between lift coefficients 6fO.35 and 0.4. r 
41n figure 18 there is. 

that of figure 61. 
some variation of basic-wing data compared with 

This.& due to anexternal reinforcing covering 
thatwas placed over the porous surface at the- inboard sections of the 
wing for the tests at the particular time. . 
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For purposes of co~~~arison, the data obtained with full-span appli- 
cation of suction are includedin figure 18, In each case the chordwise 
extent of area suction over the outboard 40 percent of the span is the 
SaXlIe. The total flow coefficients are not the same, but if the total 
area of suction is taken into account in each case, the average suction- 
air velocities at the surface would be greater for the case with suction 
applied only over the outboard 40 percent of the span. 

From the visual observations of the pressure distributions for all 
the spanwise extents of area suction tested, it was apparent that the 
outboard sections where suction was applied did reach higher angles of 
attack without separation. The inboard sections, however, where suction 
was not applied, showed evidence of separation at the S~EI angle of attack 
as for the basic wing. This canbe seen in figure 19 by comparing the 
pressure distribution of a section at N-percent span when partial-span 
suction was applied with the pressure distribution when full-span suction 
was applied. For an angle of attack of 11.4' separation had occurred 
when partial-span suction was applied, but had not occurred when full- 
span suction was applied. 

The investigation reported in reference 8 disclosed that removing air 
at the root of a swept4'orward wing had a strong three-dimensional effect 
on the occurrence of separatim on the entire wing. If such a phenoarenon 
were to exist on a swep!t-back wing, presumably it would occur with suction 
confined to the tip. Such was not found to be the case, however, in the 
present investigation. This may be due to the fact that a quantity of air 
was removed at a rate of less than 3 pounds per second; whereas in the 
case of the swept-forward wing about j0 pounds of air per second was 
removed. 

Variation of the porosity of the surface.- In the develop&, of the 
theory, the suction-air velocities were assumed to be equal at all chord- 
wise &nts. Since the efficiency of the system would be higher with the 
lower total-flow coefficient obtainable in this manner, several attentpts 
were made to vary chordwise the porosity of the surface in order to attain 
me uniform suction*ir velocities. The surface was doped with aircraft 
dope in a stepwise manner with the nu&er of coats of dope increasing from 
two to five from the leading edge to the rearmost point of the chordwise 
extent of the suction area. The purpose of this was to approximate the 
gradual change in porosity that would give equal suction-air velocities 
at all points on the chord. Figure 20 shows data obtained from test of 
one of the.configurations (configuration F, fig. 2). Also shown in this 
figure are data obtained from tests of the configuration with the same 
distribution of suction area, but having no variation of porosity. It 
can be seen that the same lift coefficient was obtained prior to separa- 
tion in each case but at a lower flow coefficient (CQ = 0.0021 compared . 
to C& = 0.0023) for the condition of varying porosity. It must be noted, 
however, that the attempts made thus far have been preliminary and are 
not conclusive. Further research should be undertaken to investigate 
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fully the possibility of realizing major reductions in flow coefficient 
with proper variation of the porosity of the surface. 

. 

-. 
t 

The following conclusions were drawn from the results of the wind-. 
tunnel investigation of area suction applied in the region of the leading 
edge of a 63O swept-back wing to delay separation of the air flow: 

1. The effectiveness of area suction and its~applicability to three- 
dimensional swept--wings* verified by the delay in the occurrence of 
leading-age separation. Force test data showed that significant improve- 
ments in the drag and pitchingqmnt characteristics of.the wing resulted. 
from the delay of leading-edge separation. 

2. The largest improvelnents on the longitudinal chqacteristics were 
made with the chordwise extent of mea suction varied approximately 
linearly from about 1.2 percent of the streamwise chord at the root to 3.5 
percent at the 7wrcent spanwise station and then held constant at a 
value of 3.5-percent from 7mrcent span to the tip. With this distribu- 
tion of area suction and a flow coefficient of 0.0029 the effects of sepa- 
ration were delayed from a lift coefficient of 0.25 on the basic wing to a 
lift coefficient of 0.67 with suction. 

3. The spanwise and'.chordwjse extent of suction area required to 
delay the occ urrence of separation to a given lift were in. general agree- 
ment with that predicted by theory. The total quantity of flow required 
in the investigation was considerably higher than that predicted by 
theory. It is believed that inadequate control of the distribution of 
suctio~ir,velocities is responsible in large xt~asure for this disagree- 
ment. 

. 
ADBS Aeronautical Laboratory, 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 

. 

,f 
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THWMTES' THEORY OF AREA SUCTION 

The theory of area suction developed by Thwaites in reference 2 is 
included in this appendix for convenient reference. In reference 9, 
'I'hwaites derived the momentum equation of the boundary layer for a flat 
plate with a velocity vo(x) normal to its surface. By use of the 
NavierStokes equation for viscous fluids in steady two-iimmsional flow 
Fn the fo?-m of 

and the equation of continuity 

auav. 
z+s=O 

(2) 

the momentum equation of the boundary lapr can be derived (see refer 
ence 9) thus, 

W' (a* + 28) + IF E =w, (x) u + v aU 
( > as y=o 

(3) 

where Ua is the total derivative of U with respect to x. This equa- 
tion is also derived in reference 10. 

The velocity normal to the surface we(x) is assumed to be equal to 
w. and to be constant chordwise. At the limit y = 0 equation (1) 
becomes 

wo. 8 y4=m' +v p y4 ( > a% ( > (4) 

Bolmdary-layer velocity profiles tend to the form of a Blasius pro- 
file at the leading edge of a plate in a uniform stream. Consequently, 
the analysis of reference 9 introduces the Blasius equations in the fol- 
lowing form 

= 0.2205% 

a% 
( > F y& =O 

Substitution of equatims (5) and (6) in equation (4) gives 

w. <0.2205,>- ius 

03 
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from which 

T 

._ I 

U' = 0.22053 wg (7) * 

Substitution of equation (7) in equation (5) gives 
: 

(8) - 
Stistitution of equation (8) in equation (3) gives 

U'U(H+2) 8 + U2 & 0.22053 w, 
U' 

from which 

0.22053 w. U = w. [l - (H+2) 0.22053 ] + & U' 

or 

4.22053 w. U u" 
OJ' j2 

"Wo [l- (H+2) 0.220531 (9) - .. 

Equation (9) is the momntum equation of the boundary lay& having a 
Blasius veloci* profile. For a Blasixy profile, H has the value of 
2.5911, but in order to continue the analysis the value of H is taken 
equal to 2.53453 to make the term El - (H+2) 0.220531 equal to zero. 
Since the difference betweepthe two values of H is small, then the 
momentum equation can be represented by the following equation with but 
small error 

u" + 4.53453 wG = 0, H = 
(U' I2 

2.53453 
0 

(10) 

Equation (10) can be integrated to obtain the following: 
-- 

--+ + 4.53453 +og u + Cl = 0 (lo 

The v-a&e of Cl in equation (El) is determined by setting the 'limit 
8 = 0 in equatFon (7) fromxhich Us =QI and U = Umax where U,, is 
the luRximum local velocity. Thus 

i- . 
-- 
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Substituting this value in equation (ll) gives 

from which 

-b + 4.53453 3 log u -1% u,, = 0 
( > 

-1 + 4.53453 v+og u = 0 
WO %3x 

Eqmtfon (13) canbe integrated to obtain the folle: 

-x + 4.53453 Ji wo2 (u log u-u-u log U,, + c,) = 0 

The value of Ce is determined from the condition that at x = 0 

U = Umax hence C2 = Umax Fguaticm (14) then becomes 

-A + 4.53453 & U ( 
-- 

IBEX 
&log cx & + 1 

> 
= 0 

19 

(=I 

(13) 

(14) 

or 

This equation emsses the relation between a velocity gradient U/U,, 
as a function of (x) and the suction-air velocity required to maintain a 
Blasius boundary-la-yer profile in that velocity gradient. Values of the 
parameter =02/vu - for values of U/U- are given Fn the follow- 
ing table: . 

u/u- =0 "/ vq,Elx 

1-C 0 

3 
-0234 
-0974 

2 
~82 
.42&I 

:Z 
.695? 

1.0587 

2 
1.2813 
1.5363 

-25 1.8294 
.2 2.1680 
ml5 2.5639 



The velocity distribution outside the boundary layer U in this 
case (fig. 21) is similar t-0 that.netxr the lesdimg edge of an airfoil at 
high lift coefficiepts. Due to this. s!@._laritJr, tho..proflk f% this _.._ ,._. -A- 
special tgpe of flti can be used:to ,estQnate +e -flow quantities necessary 
to maintain unseparated flow on an airfoil s_ectioq 8% high lift coeffi-..... :.. -1 
cients. . "~=-; r 

-- 
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TABLE1 

Spanwise positFans' 
of orifices I 

Chordwise position8 of orifices 
(on upper and lower surfaces 

at each Eitation)S 

I Station nmiber Percent semispan I I 1 Orifice ntmiber I Percent chord4 I 

1 
2 z 

43 z 
5 90 

1 1 
2 2 

z z 
5 5 
6 6 

2 2 
9 9 

10 10 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 14 
15 15 
16 16 
17 17 
18 18 
19 19 
20 20 
21 21 

0 0 
025 025 
.50 .50 

1.0 1.0 
1.5 1.5 
2.5 2.5 

2:: 
7.5 7.5 

10.0 10.0 
15.0 15.0 
20.0 20.0 

Eo" Eo" 

2: 2: 
7o:o 7o:o 
80.0 80.0 
go.0 go.0 

ZZ ZZ 

1Spanwise positions ,are @asured perpendicular to the- plane of symmetry. 
Whordwise posFtions are'masured in &rbeht bf-.khk streamwise chord. 
sOn all stations, orifice 8 on the lower surfacb was omitted. 
'On station 3, upper-surface orLfice 10 was located at l2.5--percent chprd. _. 

. 

.&iliApu : . 
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Figure / .-Geometric chorocferisf/cs of fhe 63” swept-buck 
wing wifh fusehge. 
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figure 3.-Schemak dkawhg of the air ducfs within the wing. 
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Figure 4.- The 63’ mpt-back wing with i’xwdqe nodied in the Anetr hO- by &Hoot wind tumeL. 
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Figwe 5 .- Calibrafion of sucfion-u/i velocifies for mrious pm- 
offs surf&es wifh no fafipfia~ velocities on fhe outer surfme. 
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Ftgure I.-Chordwise pressure u%fri&ufions of fhe 63” 

swepf-back wing. No sucfion. 
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figure P.-Confhued. 
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R’gure 7.-Confinued. 
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Figure 7.-Confhued. 
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figure 7 .-&ntinut?d 
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figure // .- 7Iheoreficu~ esfimutions of fhe do&wise extent 
of uteu sucfion required to muinfuh unsepufuted flow on 
f/ie 63” swepf-back wing of the mrious spunwise shfions. 
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pm%e in u cettuin veiocify u’isttibufion. 
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swepf-back wing wifh area such&. Co =0.0029. 
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